| able        | cabbages       | doctor       | happening    |
| acres      | captain        | drift        | happily      |
| action     | careful        | drowsy       | haunted      |
| address    | cause          | dumb         | helicopter   |
| adjust     | cavities       | each         | helpful      |
| adult      | celebration    | easiest      | highest      |
| against    | character      | echoes        | hockey       |
| ago        | cheerleader    | eighteen     | holiday      |
| agreed     | child          | either        | homemade     |
| airplane   | chorus         | elevator     | hoping       |
| alligator  | circle         | else         | hospital     |
| alone      | cities         | emergency    | however      |
| alphabet   | climbing       | encyclopedia | hundred      |
| answer     | closer         | enemies       | hungry       |
| antelope   | closet         | energy        | hurricane     |
| area       | cloud          | engine        | hurry        |
| armies     | coast          | especially    | idea         |
| army       | coffee         | evil          | imagine      |
| astronaut  | collection     | explode       | impatient    |
| attached   | college        | eyelashes     | impolite     |
| attic      | colonies       | family        | impossible   |
| author     | colt           | families      | incomplete   |
| awake      | comb           | famous        | independent  |
| awful      | commander      | favorite      | indigestion  |
| awhile     | common         | felt          | indirect     |
| baggage    | community      | female        | informal     |
| banana     | companies      | fern          | injured      |
| barbecued  | computer       | finally       | inside       |
| bathing    | container      | finished      | iron         |
| batteries  | copies         | followed      | island       |
| beagle     | cotton         | forecast      | janitor      |
| beautiful  | count          | forest        | jaw          |
| bedroom    | countdown      | freight       | jealous      |
| behind     | countries      | fudge         | joke         |
| belt       | county         | garage        | juice        |
| beside     | craft          | garden        | jungle       |
| between    | crazy          | general       | kept         |
| biggest    | create         | gentle        | keys         |
| blanket    | crowd          | geography     | kickball     |
| blast      | cucumber       | gift          | kindergarten |
| bleachers  | cupboard       | giggling      | kitchen      |
| blueberries| cutting        | ginger        | knees        |
| bobsledding| daily          | glasses       | knickers     |
| bodies     | daredevil      | gnat          | known        |
| bones      | daring         | gnaw          | ladder       |
| breakfast  | death          | government    | lamb         |
| breathe    | decided        | grabbed       | larger       |
| brought    | dentist        | grateful      | largest      |
| bruise     | desert         | ground        | left         |
| bubble     | different      | growl         | lemonade     |
| bucket     | disappearing   | habit         | leopard      |
| built      | discovered     | halfway       | liberties     |
| bunches    | dismay         | hanging       | lightning    |
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- lilac
- limb
- list
- location
- looked
- lying
- machine
- magic
- manager
- marbles
- maybe
- meanest
- meant
- melt
- meteor
- middle
- miles
- mistake
- motel
- motorcycle
- mountain
- movies
- music
- mysteries
- naming
- necklace
- neighborhood
- noticed
- noun
- oak
- object
- ocean
- opened
- ostriches
- outdoors
- outside
- oxygen
- parent
- parking
- peaceful
- perfect
- person
- piano
- picture
- pillow
- pilot
- pirate
- plastic
- playful
- plow
- police
- population
- porcupine
- pound
- pressed
- prettier
- prettiest
- princess
- program
- protection
- puddle
- pushed
- rabbit
- raft
- railroad
- ranches
- raw
- ready
- really
- reason
- recess
- rescued
- river
- roam
- roast
- rockers
- rodeos
- rough
- rubber
- rust
- sailboat
- salt
- satellite
- saucer
- scared
- season
- secret
- secretaries
- seeing
- several
- shadow
- shaggy
- sheet
- shiny
- shipped
- shout
- sign
- simpler
- simplest
- singing
- sir
- siren
- size
- skeleton
- ski
- skin
- skipping
- slammed
- slowly
- smart
- smash
- smelled
- smiling
- smooth
- snack
- snap
- snapping
- sneakers
- snoopy
- snowed
- soft
- soldiers
- space
- speak
- special
- spelling
- spent
- spies
- spy
- starving
- stepped
- stories
- storm
- stowaway
- strange
- straw
- stronger
- strongest
- sudden
- suddenly
- sugar
- suit
- summit
- suppliers
- supply
- supposed
- surprise
- survive
- sweep
- taken
- talking
- taxes
- taxis
- thankful
- thinking
- thirsty
- thoughtful
- thumb
- ticklish
- touchdown
- toward
- trailer
- transferred
- travel
- treat
- trout
- truly
- turned
- turtle
- unbeaten
- uncomfortable
- undone
- unfair
- united
- unknown
- unruled
- untie
- until
- unusual
- useful
- vacation
- viking
- village
- visible
- vote
- walls
- walruses
- watching
- weather
- weekend
- weird
- western
- wheels
- whenever
- window
- wings
- winning
- witches
- woke
- woman
- wonderful
- world
- worm
- worse
- worst
- wreath
- wrecked
- wren
- writing
- yellowish
- yesterday
- younger
- youngest
- zebra
- zero